Biobanking metastases and biopsy specimens for personalized medicine

Abstract: Metastasis often develops in cancer patients despite improvements in surgery, chemotherapy, and radiation therapy. Biopsy specimens of metastatic lesions are extremely valuable materials for monitoring disease progression, assessing therapeutic outcome, and delivering personalized medicine. Biobanking high-quality human metastases and biopsy tissue specimens, derivatives, liquid biopsy specimens, and associated patient clinical information provides a fundamental scientific infrastructure for personalized medicine. Biomarkers specifically associated with an individual tumor have a very significant impact on personalized therapy. Therefore, the availability of a large collection of metastases and biopsy specimens from cancer patients with well-annotated patient clinical and pathological data is a critical requirement for personalized medicine. While current efforts have been made to develop cancer biorepositories around the world for personalized medicine, the majority of biospecimens in these biorepositories are primary tumor samples. The procurement, processing, and storage of human metastases and biopsy specimens remain challenging, since metastatic tumors are almost incurable and most are not the object of surgical resection. Thus, biobanking metastases and biopsy specimens provides a unique role to facilitate the molecular analysis of metastatic tumors, and the identification and validation of therapeutic targets and the discovery and validation of biomarkers that are associated with personalized treatment. This review provides an overview of the development of a metastases and biopsy specimens biobank, analyzes the challenges, and discusses the specific needs regarding this distinct type of biobank development for advancement of personalized medicine.
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Introduction

Availability of biomarkers for disease diagnosis and prediction of patient prognosis and therapy promotes the advancement of personalized medicine. Patients are selected based on the presence of particular biomarkers in their samples and receive the most appropriate personalized therapy to achieve satisfactory effects with minimal toxicity. Although much of the recent progress has been made in personalized therapy of primary non-metastatic cancer, personalized medicine for metastatic disease remains a greater challenge, partially due to the complexity of the disease and the lack of research development for targeting metastases.1,2 Biobanking high-quality human specimens, such as tissue, blood, and other bodily fluids, and associated patient clinical information provides a fundamental scientific infrastructure for personalized medicine. While current efforts have been made to develop cancer biorepositories around the world for personalized medicine, the majority of biospecimens in these biorepositories are
primary tumor samples, such as large-scale collection efforts of The Cancer Genome Atlas to catalog the spectrum of mutations present in different tumor types. The procurement, processing, and storage of human metastatic and biopsy specimens are receiving more attention and are important for personalized medicine advancement. Metastasis represents a redundancy of pathways, heterogeneity between primary sites and metastases, and other multifactorial natures, and thus, combination therapies are usually needed for personalized therapy for treating metastatic disease.

Cellular heterogeneity in solid tumors is known, and genetic disparity between primary tumors and metastases has been reported in different types of cancers including colon and prostate cancer. In non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC), for example, epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) tyrosine kinase inhibitor therapies are targeted to NSCLC harboring EGFR mutations. Studies have shown that EGFR mutation status diverged between primary NSCLCs and their matched distant metastases, which suggests that primary tissue alone is unreliable for therapy decisions in EGFR-targeting therapies. Further, since most patients make follow-up clinical visit to monitor the disease progress and receive further treatment, the profiles of metastatic tumor are important for further targeted therapy. Therefore, besides primary tumor biorepository, biobanking metastasis and biopsy specimen is fundamentally important for personalized medicine. Metastasis often develops in cancer patients despite improvements in surgery, chemotherapy, and radiation therapy, and most metastatic lesions are not the object of surgical resection or even biopsy. Biopsy is usually performed for nonclinical or research purpose, and therefore, it is an important process in clinical trials involving metastatic samples. Further, since it is generally required that all biopsied tissue specimens removed from patient should be examined by a pathologist to receive a pathological diagnosis and evaluation, the scarcity of biopsy samples leftover from diagnosis makes biobanking human metastases and biopsy specimens more challenging and unique.

Proper collection, processing, storage, and tracking of metastases and biopsy specimens are critical components of this distinct type of biobank development and operation. The specific challenges in metastasis and biopsy specimens procurement require significant collaborative efforts between surgeon, pathologist, radiologist, and biobank staff to obtain high-quality biospecimens for banking. Expertise in standardization and quality control, information technology (IT), and laws and regulations, and clinical and pathological knowledge are required for the operations and managements of metastases and biopsy specimen biobank. When the metastases and biopsy specimens biobank is developed to support personalized medicine, actionable results will be returned to clinical practices and therefore would require the highest standards of operations and rigorous quality assurance and quality control process. Certain certification, such as the College of American Pathologists (CAP) accreditation, would be required to maintain the highest operation standard of such patient care-oriented biobank.

**Procurement and processing of metastases and biopsy specimens**

Metastases and biopsy specimens should be procured from patients with informed consent. Patients should be recruited when they visit clinic or are signed up for certain clinical trials. The informed consent provides a description of the study, an explanation of all procedures, description of benefits and reasonably foreseeable risks, and an explanation that participation is voluntary. If an informed consent was given when patients are treated for their primary tumor and the consent remains effective, additional consent may not be required for metastatic samples procurement unless patient declined the original informed consent. Certain specific issues such as whether participant samples could be obtained repeatedly for biobanking within the consent duration and whether patients should be recontacted, and whether the metastasis is sampled for purely research or trial purposes, etc are important for procurement of metastases and biopsy specimens and therefore should be included in the consent form. Since biopsy of tumor tissue requires significant clinical efforts and may change clinical management, concerns arise during the biopsy of metastatic tissue collection for future unspecific research. Therefore, biopsy of metastatic tissue should be strictly done using specific clinical research protocols with patient consent. In addition, as new “-omics” technologies, such as next-generation DNA and RNA sequencing, are paving a way toward personalized medicine, and incidental or secondary findings are unavoidable while using these high-throughput technologies. Patient consents should also describe the procedures for handling the incidental findings, and whether the biospecimens and/or test results could be shared with outside physicians and researchers who are not part of the original institution, although the implementation of this practice would be complicated and costly.

Metastatic tumor tissues obtained by routine clinical biopsy or surgical procedures should be examined under supervision of, or examined by, a pathologist. The pathologist plays an essential role in determining tissue allocation for diagnosis and for biobanking. Specifically, when metastatic...
solid tumor tissue is removed from a patient, careful gross examination should be done by a pathologist or pathologist assistant. Dissection of the essential portions is determined by pathologist for routine diagnosis, and additional portions of tissue can be dissected and collected for biobanking without compromising routine pathological diagnosis. For quality control purpose, a portion of biobanked tissue specimen should be embedded in optimal cutting temperature (OCT) compound or fixed in formalin and then embedded in paraffin. A section cut from OCT or formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue should be stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) for morphological analysis by a pathologist to evaluate the histological quality of tissue. Biopsy samples collected from solid metastatic tumor should be transported to the pathology lab. At least one needle biopsy core needs to be embedded in OCT or paraffin for quality control purpose and clinical diagnosis. Several additional biopsy samples that are dedicated to biobanking can be snap frozen as soon as they are obtained for biobanking without further pathological examination and diagnosis. Biopsy of primary tumor often occurs before primary cancer treatment and before a diagnosis is firmly established, and thus requires all needle biopsy cores to be examined by a pathologist. Upon completion of diagnosis, redundant needle biopsy cores may be banked for future studies. Therefore, procurement of primary tumor biopsy samples for biobanking is quite different and sometime remains challenging. For procurement of both surgical metastases and biopsy specimens for biobanking, a high speed is essential because a large body of research has demonstrated that prolonged ex vivo ischemia time (ie, the time taken for tissue removal from the patient until snap freezing or fixation in fixative) can compromise biospecimen quality and could potentially impact the research results.15–16

In recognizing the effect of ischemia time on biospecimen quality, the American Society of Clinical Oncologist and CAP recently published guidelines to limit the ischemia time to ≤60 minutes for estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR), and Her-2 testing.17–18 Although it is challenging at a large medical center with high patient volume, multi-disciplinary collaborative efforts should be made to avoid prolonged ischemia time (>30 minutes) on daily biobanking practice. Technically, biopsy specimens can be snap frozen as soon as they are removed from the patient without gross examination, and are relatively easier for processing and handling than surgical metastasis specimens. After biospecimens are stored at −80°C or in liquid nitrogen, repeated freeze–thaw cycles should be avoided. Large surgically removed metastatic tissue samples that are collected for biobanking should be aliquoted, snap frozen, and stored. Snap freezing of fresh biospecimens should be done because this procedure can inhibit degradation of RNA and protein by slowing the actions of proteases and nucleases, and better maintain the integrity of the biospecimen. The key steps for metastases and biopsy specimens procurement and biobanking are outlined in Table 1. Clinical FFPE tissue blocks may also be collected for biobanking with an institutional review board (IRB)-approved protocol. The corresponding H&E slides should be reviewed by a pathologist to determine the tumor area and decide the amount of tumor tissue to be collected for biobanking.

Subsequent morphological analysis of frozen or paraffin slides generated from both surgical metastases and biopsy specimens by a pathologist is required. When the collected specimen is of no value for biobanking, such as massive necrosis, or when too little tumor tissue is observed on quality control tissue section, the banked frozen tissue may be discarded.

In addition to biopsy of metastatic solid tumors, liquid biopsy is a relatively new technique with an exponential increase in applications in personalized medicine. Liquid biopsy is isolating liquid biomarker from body fluids, mainly blood.19–21 Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) and cell-free circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) in cancer patients' blood are most interesting targets for liquid biopsy and are becoming a highly sought-after biospecimen type. CTCs are disseminated from primary and/or metastatic tumors throughout the circulatory

| Table 1 | Key steps for metastases and biopsy tumor tissue procurement, processing, and storage |
|---------------------------------------------|
| Verify patient signed informed consent form. |
| For metastatic tumor tissues procured from surgery or autopsy, gross check tumor tissue by a pathologist as soon as the procedure allows and record the tissue excision time. |
| Dissect appropriate portion of tumor and adjacent normal issue for biobanking by a pathologist without compromising routine diagnosis. |
| Make tissue aliquots, embed one or more aliquots in OCT for morphological review by a pathologist for quality assurance and quality control purpose, and snap freeze other aliquots in cryovials in liquid nitrogen by a biobank staff. |
| For biopsy tumor tissue specimens, record the biopsy time, and embed one needle biopsy core in OCT for morphological review by a pathologist for quality assurance and quality control purpose. Snap freeze other needle biopsy cores in cryovials in liquid nitrogen. |
| Record the time of freezing. Ideally, do not allow >30 minutes of ischemia time between the time of excision and time of freezing of tissue sample. |
| Store all cryovials that contain tissue specimen aliquots at −80°C or in liquid nitrogen vapor for long-term cryo-storage. Record freezer storage location, biospecimen data, and other relevant patient clinical information into biobank database and update inventory. |

**Abbreviation:** OCT, optimal cutting temperature.
system, while ctDNAs are shed into the bloodstream from dying tumor cells. CTCs can be detected and isolated via a number of innovative technologies based on the physical or biological properties of CTCs including membrane filter devices, Ficoll centrifugation, CTC microchips, and novel in vivo functionalized and structured Seldinger guidewire technology. Analyses of CTCs can be helpful for understanding the tumor metastatic process and following disease progression. Compared to CTCs analysis, molecular analysis of ctDNA can be used to identify mutations associated with acquired drug resistance in cancer patients and to monitor the disease progression during treatment. In order to avoid the rupture of blood cell membranes and contamination with DNA derived from blood cell nuclei, several special handling procedures for blood collection for ctDNA detection and analysis are required. Generally, within 2 hours after blood collection, plasma needs to be separated by centrifugation at a low speed to avoid causing cell lysis. Studies have shown that plasma from heparin-stabilized blood or from ethylenediamine tetra-acetate-coated collection tubes is suitable for ctDNA detection and quantification. Although serum can be used for ctDNA analysis, it is reported that serum is less suitable than plasma because of the contamination with DNA from leukocytes during blood coagulation. ctDNA can be detected and analyzed based on tumor-specific mutations through real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), digital PCR, and next-generation sequencing. As the development of personalized medicine for cancer patients is dependent on the identification of biomarkers in their sample, and ctDNA and CTCs have significant potential as a biomarker in cancer, liquid biopsy specimens can be a potential alternative of the costly tissue biopsy specimens that are harmfully obtained from metastatic tumors. Studies conducted by investigators at our institution are using liquid biopsy to capture ctDNA and CTCs. Blood is taken from patients who enrolled in the projects and processed within 2 hours. ctDNA and CTCs were captured and analyzed or banked for future analysis. As new analytic technologies have evolved, biospecimen types and collection methodologies will continue to be developed as well.

Storage and distribution of metastases and biopsy specimens

Although currently clinical FFPE tissue blocks and sections are routinely stored at room temperature for official archive, biobanked FFPE tissues for personalized medicine should be stored at −20°C or at a cooler temperature to maintain high-quality nucleic acid and proteins. Fresh frozen and OCT-embedded metastases and biopsy specimens should be typically stored at −80°C or in liquid nitrogen vapor phase, which can retain a high degree of nucleic acid and protein integrity for biomarker identification and validation. Although isolated CTCs should be stored at −80°C until further processing for DNA and/or RNA extraction, ctDNA can be stored at −20°C until further analysis. All biospecimens should be maintained in good condition until distribution for downstream analysis. Several studies have showed that repeated freezing and thawing can lead to significant changes in serum and plasma proteomics and decrease RNA integrity in tissue and blood. Therefore, frozen biospecimens should be aliquoted before they are snap frozen to avoid the repeated freeze–thaw cycles. Although there is very little information available as to whether storage of tissue biospecimens in liquid nitrogen is better than storage at −80°C, some studies showed that RNA integrity was reduced in specimens stored at −70°C or −80°C for over 5 years, while no degradation of protein was seen in plasma stored at −70°C for up to 59 months. Multiple biopsy specimens from the same tumor or multiple aliquots generated from a large surgical metastatic tumor specimen should be stored in two separate locations (−80°C and liquid nitrogen vapor) in order to protect the valuable biobank resource from loss. Biospecimens that are housed in the −80°C freezers should be used first. The liquid nitrogen vapor storage serves as a “back-up” that will be used when samples in the −80°C freezer have been exhausted. Secure cryovials such as screw-cap cryovials are recommended for biospecimen containers for long-term, low-temperature storage to reduce contamination from handling. Cryovials that are typically stored at −80°C and in liquid nitrogen vapor phase should be labeled with temperature-resistant cryogenic storage barcoding labels to prevent cracking, peeling, or degrading. Biospecimen type, freezer storage location, and patient information associated with the metastases and biopsy specimens are required to be stored on a secure database system and should be backed up frequently. Barcoding links the biospecimen to the data that are recorded in the database and plays an essential role in tracking samples. Bar codes are suitable for automation or manual operations, provide a tool for reviewing the large quantities of data, and help reduce human errors, which improve efficiency and reduce biospecimen handling cost.

Standard operating procedures (SOPs) should be developed to guide the operations of metastasis and biopsy specimen biobanking activities from procurement through distribution. Some best practices for biorepositories such as International Society for Biological and Environmental Repositories...
(ISBER) best practices for repository and the National Cancer Institute best practices for biospecimen resources can be used as guidelines and references when developing local SOPs. In addition, the CAP biorepository accreditation checklist provides detailed accreditation requirements to ensure that quality management programs are implemented in the biorepository, which can be referenced as well.

High-quality metastases and biopsy specimens along with relevant patient clinical information should be reliable and easily accessible for downstream utilizations. After actionable laboratory results generated from biospecimen are returned to clinicians for delivering personalized therapy to patient, all redundant laboratory results and data can be stored for further translational and clinical research. IT plays an important role in biospecimen data and patient information management. In addition, information management systems are important for tracking biospecimen acquisitions, processing, storage, and distribution as well. Generally, biospecimen type, freezer storage location, patient demographical data (including age, sex, and race), patient clinical data including diagnosis, important laboratory results, for example, ER, PR, and Her-2 status for breast cancer, EGFR mutation for lung cancer, and follow-up outcome data should be captured and stored in the central biobank database. A web-based search engine tool provides the ability to perform customized biospecimen queries, which can significantly reduce the often overwhelming tasks of finding and retrieving biospecimens and make the biobank more easily accessible. However, there are several challenges for IT developers creating systems that are used to manage metastases and biopsy specimens biobank. For example, most metastatic specimens are obtained from patients at follow-up doctor visits, and patient primary diagnosis and follow-up data must be obtained and entered into the database. Different clinicians or medical facilities may be involved in patient treatments over the years. Their medical report on disease progression may be difficult to collect, and standards for diagnostic procedures and criteria may change over time. Thus, extra efforts and steps must be taken to ensure that important data are collected and remain available in the database. The biobank should serve as an honest broker to keep sets of private patient information on a password-protected computer system with support from an institutional secure server. Requests for metastases and biopsy specimens should include a data use agreement as approved by the IRB. The release or disclosure of protected health information to investigators who have IRB-approved protocol for biospecimen usage should consist of only a limited de-identified data set. All released data should have a release code, for example, biospecimen reference number, that allows the biobank personnel to relink the data to the sample and to trace the data’s origin.

A multidisciplinary advisory committee would be beneficial to the development and management of metastases and biopsy specimen biobank. The advisory committee should consist of faculty members who represent surgery, pathology, radiology, oncology, translational and clinical science, biostatistics, and bioethicists. The major roles of the advisory committee are to guide polices and SOPs development, review biospecimen requests to define the scientific merit, and prioritize resources to enable fair access to valuable and limited biospecimens. Metastases and biopsy specimen procurement and follow-up clinical data capture would further require multidisciplinary support, adequate staffing, and technical personnel. The infrastructure, investment, and operating cost of this type of biobank would require a significant institutional commitment at the beginning. When the biobanked metastases and biopsy specimens are used for biomarker testing, actionable results may be returned to clinical care, and redundant data and biospecimens may be shared with investigators and pharmaceutical industries. Thus, reimbursement by patient health insurance companies, and chargeback from investigators and pharmaceutical industries may ultimately be required for long-term biobank sustainability.

**Quality assurance and quality control of metastases and biopsy specimens**

High-quality metastases and biopsy specimens are of most importance for a successful biobank development. Low-quality biospecimens will likely generate erroneous and misleading data. It has been shown that improper biospecimen handling is one of important factors that contribute to the inaccurate Her-2 diagnostic testing linked to breast cancer therapy. Therefore, proper biospecimen handling and identity is crucial for high-quality biobank development and management. Detailed documentation of the quality management programs and SOPs ensures that the quality practices on biobanking metastases and biopsy specimen are maintained. Minimal quality control procedures should be performed on biobanked metastases and biopsy specimens, which include morphological analysis of tissue biospecimens and quality measurement of biomolecules that are extracted from those biospecimens. Morphological analysis of biobanked solid metastases and biopsy tissue specimens must be performed by a pathologist to review the histopathological details of H&E slides that are generated from biobanked tissue.
specimens (Figure 1). Although a single mirror image section can be used for quality control purpose for most surgically removed metastatic tumor specimens, multiple cryostat sectioning may be required for biopsy specimen and certain types of tumors with infiltrating pattern such as pancreatic and prostate cancer tissues. A top section cut from an OCT-embedded frozen tissue block should be stained with H&E and reviewed by a pathologist to determine the amount of cells of interest (eg, tumor cells), and then, a number of sections are cut subsequently and dedicated to nucleic acid or other biomolecular extraction. After that, a bottom section should be cut from the OCT block and stained with H&E to confirm the presence of cells of interest. Though this is a rigorous histological quality control procedure, it assures that nucleic acid or other biomolecules can be extracted from the cells of interest. The detailed histological quality control reports of the biobanked tissue samples include verification of pathological diagnosis and disease status, evaluation of percentage of tumor, normal, stromal, and necrotic components, and confirmation of the presence of inflammatory cells and necrosis. Specifically, pathological diagnosis of biobanked metastatic tissues should be compared with that of the original primary tumor to confirm the progression of the disease. The histological quality control reports should be stored in the biorepository database associated with the biobanked metastases and biopsy specimens.

Total RNA extracted from metastases and biopsy specimens should be run on a spectrophotometer and an agarose gel. A ratio of spectrophotometric readings at 260 nm and 280 nm (A_{260}/A_{280}) > 1.8 indicates the acceptable purity of RNA. A ribosomal RNA (rRNA) 28S/18S ratio of ≥2 indicates high-quality RNA, but generally, a 28S:18S > 1.0 could be considered to indicate good quality. Recently, a newly developed automated RNA quality measurement, the RNA integrity number (RIN) or RINc, has been widely used. The RIN and RINc are generated by Agilent Bioanalyzer and Agilent TapeStation software algorithms, respectively. Both RIN and RINc are user-independent, automated, and reliable procedures for standardization of RNA quality control. The RIN or RINc values range from 10 to 1, whereby the intact highest quality RNA is assigned an RIN or RINc value of 10. The profile of high-quality RNA generated by Agilent Bioanalyzer or TapeStation is characterized by two clear, well-defined 28S and 18S peaks with low noise between the peaks and minimal low-molecular weight noise before the 18S peak (Figure 2). Previous reports showed that RNA with an RIN of ≥5 is suitable for RT-PCR analysis, while RNA with an RIN of ≥7 is suitable for microarrays. Since RIN or RINc value may not accurately indicate the quality of RNA isolated from FFPE tissue, two sets of primers for the upstream end and downstream end of housekeeping genes such as β-actin, followed by the RT-PCR analysis, are required to assess the quality of FFPE RNA, and a lower ratio of the 3′ end to the 5′ end PCR products indicates higher quality RNA. The quality of DNA extracted from biobanked metastases and biopsy specimens can be assessed using a Nanodrop to determine the DNA quantity and purity. Similar to RNA measurement, a ratio of spectrophotometric readings at 260 nm and 280 nm (A_{260}/A_{280}) > 1.8 indicates the acceptable purity of DNA. Several sets of primers of housekeeping genes such as...
Figure 2 RNA quality control.

Notes: The quality of RNA that was extracted from metastases and biopsy specimens was analyzed using the Agilent Bioanalyzer. (A) High-quality RNA (upper panel) shows two clear and well-defined peaks of 18S and 28S rRNA with a high RIN (RIN = 9.1), and minimal low-molecular weight noise between the 18S and 28S peaks and before the 18S peak, while degraded RNA (lower panel) shows a smaller 28S than 18S peak with a low RIN (RIN = 5.7), and the presence of amounts of low-molecular weight noise before 18S and between 18S and 28S peaks. (B) Pseudo gel image of the same RNA in (A and B) generated by Agilent Bioanalyzer.

Abbreviations: rRNA, ribosomal RNA; RIN, RNA integrity number.

β-globin followed by the PCR can be used to amplify different length fragments to assess the quality of DNA, and the larger maximum amplicon size indicates higher DNA quality. More recently, Agilent TapeStation was developed and assess both quantity and quality of DNA in a single step. On the DNA profile generated by Agilent TapeStation, high-quality DNA runs as a clearly defined single band, while degraded DNA runs as a smear lacking a sharp band (Figure 3). Although several different protein assays such as bicinchoninic acid assay, Lowry protein assay, sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis followed by Coomassie Blue staining, immunohistochemical staining, and Western blotting can

Figure 3 DNA quality control.

Notes: The quality of DNA that was extracted from metastases and biopsy specimens was analyzed using the Agilent TapeStation. (A) High-quality DNA (upper panel) shows a single large peak with minimal low-molecular weight noise, while degraded DNA (lower panel) shows a very low peak with amounts of low-molecular weight noise. (B) Gel image of the same DNA in (A and B) generated by Agilent TapeStation.
be used to assess the protein concentration and integrity, the protein quality evaluations are generally not cost effective or efficient. Because the metastases and biopsy specimens are valuable, it would be best to leave to the end user investigators the assessment of the protein quality based on their specific downstream applications and analytical processes. In addition to the quality control of the metastases and biopsy specimens, documents and records control, internal audits, and corrective and preventive actions are important as well in the operations and managements of such valuable and distinct biobank.

**Cancer pathology in biobanking metastases and biopsy specimens**

Pathologist plays an important role in operations and managements of tissue biobank.56–58 Because solid cancer tissue specimens are composed of heterogeneous cell types including tumor cells, adjacent normal cells, stromal cells, inflammatory cells, and other components, histological quality control of metastases and biopsy tissue specimens must be performed by a pathologist. In addition to the unique role in solid tissue histological quality control and evaluation, because of pathologists’ role in examining human tissues for diagnosis or therapy of diseases, only pathologists or pathologist assistants are qualified to gross check the solid tissue specimen and dissect the appropriate portion of tissue for pathological diagnosis and select other portion of tissue for biobanking without compromising routine patient care. Biobanking metastases and biopsy tissue specimens in support of personalized medicine requires high-quality DNA and/or RNA to be extracted from biobanked specimens for downstream biomarkers discovery and development. Results generated through the varied sensitivity of molecular biology technologies may represent dominant cell types but not specific type of cells of interest (eg, tumor cells) because of the heterogeneous nature of solid tumor tissues; metastases and biopsy tissue specimens often require subsequent procedures including macrodissection or laser capture microdissection to reduce the microheterogeneity within the tissue specimens and enrich the purity of specific cells of interest (eg, tumor cells) prior to RNA/DNA/protein extraction for downstream applications.59 Pathologist’s expertise is required for the macro- and microdissection process to recognize the needed specific types of cells for harvest.

Certain tissue-based technologies such as tissue microarray (TMA), immunohistochemistry, and in situ hybridization, and fluorescent in situ hybridization, TMA provides a powerful tool for high-throughput screening and validation for biomarker studies.60,61 TMA blocks are prepared by transferring tumor tissue from many paraffin or OCT blocks to a recipient block. Metastatic tissue samples can be constructed with primary tumor on a single TMA block, which provide a powerful way to monitor biomarker changes during tumor progression and metastasis. For TMA construction, an H&E slide generated from original paraffin or OCT blocks should be reviewed by a pathologist to identify the proper tumor area for transferring to recipient TMA block. After TMA construction is completed, slides generated from TMA block that contains many samples from multiple different donor blocks should be reviewed by a pathologist for subsequent analyses as well. Because of the requirement of cancer pathology in tissue biobank, pathologist plays a critical role in operations and managements of metastases and biopsy specimens biobank.

**Whole-genome and whole-exome sequencing and managing incidental findings**

The ability to sequence each tumor’s whole genome and whole exome quickly and inexpensively by next-generation sequencing is rapidly becoming the standard of molecular genetic assays and opens the way to new avenues in personalized medicine.60,62 Actionable mutations in multiple genes and pathways detected in metastases and biopsy specimens by next-generation sequencing at an affordable cost tremendously facilitate the selection of targeted therapies. After actionable results are returned to oncologists for patient personalized therapy, all redundant data generated by next-generation sequencing using biobanked metastases and biopsy specimens should be stored in a secure central database for future research use. These existing sequencing data along with patient clinical information provide an invaluable data resource for new discovery without repeated biospecimens acquisition and sequencing, which tremendously promises the efficiency and effectiveness of translational and clinical research. The storage of massive genomic data is an important issue, especially when primary and metastasis parings are considered. Separate database dedicated to the processed sequencing data storage may be needed and should be integrated with the biorepository database and other Laboratory Information Management System. In order to protect patient privacy and confidentiality, future analysis of these data beyond the scope of the original study should be incorporated into informed consent documents and would need a separate IRB approval. Combining the whole-genome and whole-exome sequencing
and metastases and biopsy specimens biobank increasingly plays a critical role in identifying genetic variation and the associations between the genetic variation and drug efficacy and clinical outcomes.

Because the high-throughput next-generation sequencing technology has the capacity to generate massive amounts of data, incidental or secondary findings that are not related to the original data of interest but may be potentially clinically relevant are unavoidable and increasing. Whether or not the incidental or secondary findings should be returned to oncologists and/or patients for further treatment consideration is still controversial. However, it is recommended that certain findings and results that reveal an established and substantial risk of serious health, test-validated by a Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments-certified laboratory, and are clinically actionable be returned to consented patients.63,64 Subsequently, the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics recommended a minimum list of conditions, gene, and variants for return of incidental findings in clinical sequencing.65 More recently, the Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues, a White House advisory panel, recommended that researchers, clinicians, and direct-to-consumer firms that generate genomic, imaging, or other types of biomedical data should plan to encounter incidental findings and should develop a plan to communicate with patients, study participants, and consumers about how these findings will be handled.66 Because of these recommendations, although the process of returning incidental findings to participants is complicated and incurs significant costs, a responsible mechanism for returning the incidental findings or developing a policy to determine how to handle these findings should be in place for biobanking metastases and biopsy specimens in support of personalized medicine.

Conclusion
Biomarkers discovery and development in oncology are advancing rapidly and have facilitated the development of new drug targets and targeted treatment strategies. Biomarkers that are identified in patient samples have enhanced the ability of oncologists to deliver targeted therapy with minimal toxicity, which is beginning to make personalized medicine a reality in oncology. Biomarker-driven treatment plan based on the molecular profile of the tumor has been shifted as standard of care for patient with advanced-stage cancers with metastases, partially owing to the high-throughput next-generation sequencing, which enables the rapid and comprehensive whole-genome and whole-exome analysis of individual patient tumor even from tiny tumor biopsy specimen. Biobanking metastatic and biopsy samples and their derivatives therefore play an important role in new biomarker discovery and provides a foundation for the development of novel personalized medicines in oncology that benefit patients with advanced metastatic disease. Procuring and storing patient metastases and biopsy specimens and their derivatives for clinically relevant molecular testing is a clearly exciting movement but remains challenging. Procurement of metastases and biopsy specimens requires necessary multidisciplinary efforts including surgery, pathology, radiology, and biobank. Storing and distributing of those biospecimens require the highest standard ethical practices and rigorous quality assurance and quality control procedures. Pathologist and efficient IT database are crucial in such distinct biobank development and management. It is also critical to have a large collection of metastases and biopsy specimens with relevant patient clinical data for effective biomarkers development in a personalized medicine setting. Data generated from biobanked metastases and biopsy specimens by innovative high-throughput next-generation sequencing should be stored and reused for future studies. However, a responsible mechanism to handle the incidental or secondary findings should be in place. As personalized medicine expands, biobanking metastases and biopsy samples will be a necessary and standard practice in the treatment of cancer patients, especially for patients suffering from advanced diseases.
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